 Predictive and prognostic multi-gene breast cancer assays used in the clinical practice in the United States: Analysis of the national cancer data base

The newest version of NCCN guidelines (1.2016) and recently published American Society of Clinical Oncology Clinical Practice Guideline on use of biomarkers to guide decisions on adjuvant systemic therapy for women with early stage invasive breast cancer give guidelines for use of multigene assays for breast cancer patients. Nation-wide data on current clinical practice across the United States regarding utilization of multigene assays in clinical practice is lacking, as well as data on the impact of the assays on chemotherapy administration (ChemoA). Retrospective observational study of National Cancer Data Base (NCDB) patients from 2010-2012 was used to investigate utilization and impact of multigene assays in breast cancer patients across the United States. NCDB depicts ~70% of all newly diagnosed malignancies in the USA annually. De-identified data of patients that had multigene assay results were analyzed. 513,080 patients had BC; 406,525 were estrogen receptor-positive (ER+). 91,651 patients had OncotypeDX 21-gene assay, 2,518 had MammaPrint 70-gene assay, 2,321 had other (unspecified) multigene assay, and 1,020 had test performed but unknown type. Results addressing impact of race, socioeconomic status, geographic location and adherence to the guidelines applicable at the time of the study on utilization of multigene assays will be discussed as well as compliance with treatment recommendations based on the multigene assay test results.
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